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HISTORY OF SCIENCE

Is the only review of literature and research in the history of science, medicine and technology in its intellectual and social context.

FOUNDED IN 1962 AS AN ANNUAL VOLUME, History of Science discusses problems and sources for future research in the history of science, medicine and technology, and surveys recent publications. It now appears each year in quarterly parts of about 88 pages each.

VOLUME 11 (1973) included

ROBERT G. FRANK  Science, Medicine and the Universities of Early Modern England

J. E. MCGUIRE  Newton and the Demonic Furies

CHARLES B. SCHMITT  Towards a Reassessment of Renaissance Aristotelianism

VICTOR E. THOREN  Tycho Brahe: Past and Future Research

ROGER SMITH  The Background of Physiological Psychology in Natural Philosophy

P. M. HEIMANN  Newtonian Natural Philosophy and the Scientific Revolution

together with ten essay reviews and supporting material.

THE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION is £8 post free outside the Americas and Japan. Readers who prefer to receive the four issues in a bound volume each December may do so for the same subscription. New subscribers may purchase the first eleven volumes (bound) for £38 post free, including the subscription to Volume 12 (1974) and, as a free gift, the collected papers of Lord Rutherford in three large volumes.

Write to: Circulation Manager, History of Science, Whipple Museum, Free School Lane, Cambridge CB2 3RH.
Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences

Major articles to appear in early 1974 include:

January (SPECIAL ISSUE)

"Richard H. Shryock and the Social History of Medicine"


Forthcoming

The John Ward Diaries: Mirror of Seventeenth Century Science and Medicine, Robert G. Frank, Jr. • Darwin's Concepts of Variation, Peter J. Bowler • Development of Knowledge of the Unity of Tuberculosis and of the Portals of Entry of Tubercle Bacilli, J. Arthur Myers • Health and Hygiene in the Encyclopédie: A Medical Doctrine for the Bourgeoisie, William Coleman • Johannis Walaeus (1604-1649) and the Importance of His Experiments in the Study of the Circulation of the Blood, J. Schouten • The History of the Lymphatic System, with Special Reference to the Hunter-Monro Controversy, Nelly B. Eals • The Rational Physician: Richard Whitlock's Medical Satires, Christopher Bentley

Published without interruption since 1946, the Journal includes major research articles, Notes and Events, as well as critical reviews of important new books. The subscription rate is $15.00 a year, prepaid.

A listing of major contents of recently published volumes as well as a special offer for new subscribers is available from

Science History Publications
156 Fifth Avenue, New York 10010
Medical Books
Prints Manuscripts Portraits

OLD, RARE, & OUT-OF-PRINT

America's Largest Stock

A vast stock, fully catalogued and classified, American and European, dating from XV - XX Centuries, particularly classical and unusual works, with emphasis upon history, biography, and specialized medicine. Lists issued in all fields of medicine. Permanent back-order files maintained.

ARGOSY BOOK STORES
116 E. 59th St., N.Y. 10022,
PL. 3-4455

Books on the History of Medicine and Dentistry
Rare Books

We purchase collections
Are you on our mailing list?

RITTENHOUSE MEDICAL BOOK STORE
1706 Rittenhouse Square,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
Area Code: 215 Kingsley 5-4274

Publications of the
Wellcome Institute for the
History of Medicine

A CATALOGUE OF
PORTRAITS OF DOCTORS
AND SCIENTISTS IN THE
WELLCOME INSTITUTE OF THE
HISTORY OF MEDICINE

by RENATE BURGESS, Ph.D.
Keeper of Art Collections

£12.50 ($35-00) per copy, post paid.

Obtainable from
Wellcome Institute for the History
of Medicine
183 Euston Road,
London, N.W.1. 2BP
or any bookseller

LEO S. OLSCHKI

We have a large stock of antiquarian
MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.
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